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[Dallas, TX]  The National Black Police Association (NBPA) has been closely following the aftermath of the 
Jussie Smollett case, where charges were dismissed by Cook County (IL) State’s Attorney (SA) Kim Foxx.  
While many in the Black community, including Black police officers, acknowledge surprise in the dismissal of 
the 16 counts of Filing a False Police Report against Mr. Smollett, there is understanding beyond personal 
feelings that the dismissal of charges by a prosecutor is always possible.  We trust that there is sound reasoning 
behind the nolle prosequi of any charges against an individual, especially in cases where it seems the potential 
evidence seems overwhelming.  We are familiar with the dismissal of charges against those who would 
criminally offend the Black community, but who have the financial means or law enforcement standing to 
evade responsibility and accountability.  The NBPA understands hard decisions regarding the administration of 
justice, and we await any review that may occur as a result of SA Foxx’s decision.  However, the reactions of 
Mayor Rahm Emanuel and the Chicago Police Department Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) go beyond the pale.   
 
Mayor Emanuel has been very vocal in his disdain of SA Foxx for failing to prosecute the Smollett case—besides 
his numerous press conferences about the matter, he is also in support of billing Mr. Smollett $130,000 for 
costs incurred by the investigation.  To show their own disapproval, the Chicago FOP today staged a protest 
asking for the resignation of SA Foxx.  The NBPA finds these actions on the part of the Mayor and the FOP 
reprehensible and offensive to people who are consistently marginalized by the criminal justice system. 
 
We are sure that enormous resources were spent in trying to delay the release of crucial evidence in the Laquan 
McDonald case, and in protecting and representing Officer Jason Van Dyke for the shooting of Mr. McDonald.  
There was no press conference by Chicago officials decrying those actions.  Surely it must cost money to 
prepare for and execute a flawed search warrant at the wrong residence, terrorizing a 4-year-old and his family 
during a birthday party? Did the Chicago PD protest their ill-willed, heavy-handed brethren and ask them to 
resign? Will there be a bill to recoup funds from the former Chicago PD sergeant Ronald Watts, for the money 
that he was paid in salary, while he violated the 4th amendment rights of and lied on dozens of Black men, 
resulting in incarceration for drug charges that are now being vacated in court? 
 
Actions such as those being taken by Mayor Emanuel and the Chicago FOP highlight the ills of a racially unjust 
criminal justice system.  The 5th Amendment, through the due process clause, likely protects Mr. Smollett from 
having to pay fines for a case in which the charges were dismissed.  Further, the FOP should focus on their 
inability to treat all citizens equally and with respect—if they are not protesting the illegal actions of fellow 
officers who are found guilty of murder, violate Constitutional rights, and terrorize children with guns and 
profanity, perhaps a refresher in Constitutional Law is in order.  Anything else is pure hypocrisy and destroys 
the ever-diminishing trust that the community has in law enforcement.   
 
Truth and transparency are cornerstones of leadership in policing. The NBPA is committed to ensuring equity 
for the community, and we call for Mayor Emanuel and the Chicago FOP to stop their disparate actions 
surrounding the Smollett case immediately, for the sake of trust and legitimacy in law enforcement. 


